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CORNWALL GROUP NEWSLETTER

August 2021

Chair Chat
Welcome to the August newsletter.
You will note the new venue for the August garden visit, where I suspect the planning of what
cakes to bake is already underway. It will be a challenge to match the fare presented to us at our
July visit to South Bosent where an array of baked delights was presented to us and thoroughly
enjoyed by all.
Making a Garden for Bumblebees at the Duchy of Cornwall Nursery is a fascinating read and a
place Jean and I love to visit. It’s difficult to determine whether it’s the plants or refreshments
that attract us the most but, needless to say, we seem to indulge in both.
Greenhouses – Do you ever have enough? is a great article which highlights the truism, the space
you have is the space you will fill. Apparently, in our garden, we always have a little more space
that needs filling, generally known as ‘somewhere’.
The weatherman keeps telling us there is all this thunderous rain around, but it ain’t falling in
Par. Ponds evaporating, water butts empty, we just want our share please!

Change to CHPS August garden visit
Jeremy Newton from New Mill Farm Ladock has regrettably had to cancel our August visit,
because of the rising covid numbers and his health issues. The visit will therefore now be
to Hidden Valley Gardens on Wednesday 4th August - arrive between 6pm and 6.30pm There
will be tea and cake and a toilet
available. Lots of flowers to see, and
Peter and I will look forward to seeing
you all. From the A390 between
St.Austell (5 miles) and Lostwithiel (2
miles) turn onto the B3269 signed
Fowey. After 100 metres fork right at
the Brown sign, turn left after I mile,
proceed to bottom of valley, half a
mile passing Colwith Farm. Tel
07966230222. Members free, guests
£5, bring payment for refreshments.
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July CHPS visit
The weather was fine for our July
garden visit, and 27 members enjoyed
a delightful evening exploring the
extensive gardens at South Bosent,
Dobwalls. Sisters, Adrienne Lloyd and

Trish Wilson together with their partners, have
created this wildlife haven, and much of the
planting is to encourage butterflies, moths and
other wildlife. In one area between two long
colourful borders was a striking water feature the
canal pond, with fountain and waterlilies. I
particularly like the Stipa gigantea and
Deschampsia grasses in the gravel garden which
were wonderfully back lit when the sun popped
out. We all enjoyed getting together again and the
tea shack served some delicious cakes and
savouries. A great evening, our thanks to all at
South Bosent. (Photos Phil Gadd and Pam
Dormand)
Tricia Howard, CHPS Garden Visit Organiser

Editors’ update!
There is certainly no shortage of work in the garden at the moment! Weeds continue to grow
apace and we are still hard pressed to keep up with them. The rain came at the end of June,
although thankfully not as it fell further east in Germany and China), and for June overall we had
88% of the average – 70mm (2.75inches) against an average of 79.7mm (3.14in).
Two further decent spells of rain in July mean that we have already almost reached the monthly
average having recorded 96.5mm (3,8in) here so far this month. We had a brief respite from the
amount of watering needed although the last week of excessive heat has caused significant
drying out and the hoses are out again! We are thankful that it has cooled down somewhat over
the weekend.
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Making a Garden for Bumblebees at the Duchy of Cornwall Nursery
Becky Martin
There was not always a garden on this spot. In previous years this northwest facing slope was
used for growing nursery stock. It was semi-terraced with breeze block retaining walls and a
compacted grit surface covered with Mipex in some areas. Added to that it was cross-crossed
with trenches for irrigation pipes, and paths for tractor access. Following the construction of the
new shop building, the ground was smoothed back into a slope. In 2016 a series of herb beds
were created at the northern end of the site. The ground between was Mipexed and dressed
with bark. The remaining ground below the sales terrace was spread with topsoil. Grass seed
was sown and all looked good until the weeds started to grow. We had a spectacular crop of
docks which were all painstakingly removed by hand to create a green slope nicknamed “the field
of dreams” while its future was considered.
At this time much work was being done on the Fowey Valley Pollinator Project. This ambitious
and valuable project aims to work out how best to focus changes in land management to enhance
populations of bumblebees. The project is trialing the Bee Steward model on a large scale, in this
case 1400 hectares along the Fowey Valley. https://www.bumblebeeconservation.org/foweyvalley-bumblebee-project/ With bumblebees very much in mind, Al Moore, who was our
Horticultural Manager at that time, came up with the idea of creating a garden for bumblebees,
and through the Bumblebee Conservation Trust, a grant application was submitted and at the
end of 2017 funding secured to build the garden.
There is significance in the title of this piece. The decision was to make a garden for bumblebees
as opposed to a habitat for them. We could have tried to recreate an ancient meadow habitat
surrounded by woodland edge plants and hedges, mimicking lost ancient meadows which have
all but vanished, but we are a retail nursery; plants are our business and our customers come to
us for plants. What we have tried to do is create a garden that demonstrates how easy it is to
cater for bumblebees without compromising the function or aesthetic qualities of your garden.
Every plant (except the hazel) has been chosen for its nectar and pollen value for bumblebees.
Of course other pollinators visit too, particularly the honey bees from the hives above the
nursery. We have also seen humming-bird hawk moths and bee-flies.
The garden is designed with five separate areas: a wild informal area, a kitchen garden, a shady
shrub area and a full-on flower power area with lots of colour and annuals amongst the perennial
planting. In the centre of these four is a circular central bed planted in shades of blue and mauve,
the idea being to create a visual beacon for the bees. It is unusual to create a design a with a list
of suitable plants as the starting point, a bit like going to the fridge and wondering what to cook
from its contents. The criteria for plant selection were firstly that they must be valuable sources
of nectar and pollen for bumblebees. After that, they must be pleasing to the eye,
straightforward to grow, readily available to buy, and bloom in different seasons.
The
Bumblebee Conservation Trust is a valuable source of information for plant selection, as is the
RHS Plants for Pollinators resource.
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In spring 2018 work began. The
paths had to be cut and levelled,
edged and compacted. These
had to be wide and safe for
public and disabled access. The
information hut was built on a
concrete base and the site was
fenced. A high pressure water
supply was fixed to the gatepost.
The ground was not ideal for
making a garden, with a modest
layer of topsoil over inhospitable matter underneath. All available organic matter was added to
the beds at this point (split bags of compost and soil improver, spent tomato growbags, and spare
soil from elsewhere on site) and the beds rotavated. Planting began but paused during a summer
heatwave. More plants were added the following spring, including a privet hedge which will be
allowed to flower, and the majority of the herbaceous plants.
The lavender edging was one of the first plants to go in the ground and thrived in the heat. The
variety chosen was Grosso. This is an intermediate lavender; a cross between English and
Portuguese lavenders which combines the cold hardiness of the English with the heat tolerance
of the Portuguese. It also has a high oil content and keeps its colour and fragrance well when
dried. It has proved to be a key plant in the garden. It would be easy to say we were clever to
choose such a star performer, but at the time this was the only suitable variety available in
sufficient quantity. This plant has attracted more attention from customers than any other, and
I have lost count of the number of times I have explained how to grow it and cut it back.
It has not all been plain sailing. Some plants have done very well and others have failed to thrive.
The shallowness of the soil is a big disadvantage, but as always, it is a matter of finding and using
plants which can cope with this situation. A major problem has been mice, or voles. In 2018
approximately 800 crocus bulbs were planted. Tell-tale vole-sized holes were spotted riddling
the planted site, and we maybe saw twenty blooms the following spring. Next year we tried
again. This time planting bulbs in 9cm pots and protecting them all in a rodent-proof chicken
wire frame. All looked promising until they were planted out, almost on the verge of flowering.
We were then faced with stems and buds lying on top of the ground and the bulbs excavated and
eaten. There will be a third attempt this autumn, planting just a few bulbs directly in the soil but
as deeply as possible, though they may never emerge. Fortunately, the snowdrops and miniature
daffodils remained uneaten, and provided early blooms.
Plants which have done well include arbutus, broom, myrtle, rugosa hybrid roses, lupins, nepeta,
achillea, verbena, hellebores and geraniums. The Nepeta ‘Six Hills Giant’ which edges the central
bed is a reliable plant, and flowers twice for us. As soon as the lavender comes into bloom we
cut back the nepeta, even if it still looks good. As the lavender is going over, the nepeta is reblooming. This provides three main courses for pollinators. It was originally hoped to plant a
variety of annuals and allow them to self-seed but the preponderance of weed seedlings made
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this impractical. We have had three
spring seasons of determined hand
weeding which are now paying off.
We seldom see dock or thistle
seedlings, and are now finding
Californian poppy, snapdragon,
marigold, verbena and lupin
seedlings amongst others.
The central bed is edged in nepeta
and has Rosa ‘Blue for You’, Salvia
nemorosa ‘Caradonna’, Verbena
bonariensis, cerinthe and white
cosmos. The salvia, nepeta and
verbena have all proved reliable.
The rose is stunning in bloom, but suffers badly from black spot. The central obelisk is planted
with blue, mauve and white sweet peas. We have tried twice without success to get white cobaea
to follow the sweet peas. Presumably it needs deeper soil. This bed suffered an attack from a
marauding rabbit earlier this year, which
destroyed the newly planted sweet peas
and cosmos.
The wild area includes a rough grassy
slope below the information hut. This is
offered as a potential nesting site for
bumblebees. There is a flowering cherry
(Tai Haku), a black elder and white rugosa
roses which are flourishing. There is also
a large granite boulder in the corner to
add visual appeal and a decaying tree
stump sits below the roses. (A confession
is needed here because the boulder is in
fact hollow fibreglass but utterly convincing) We have also added a half-barrel filled with water,
and planted with flowering rush, Butomus umbellatus. Already we are seeing birds and insects
attracted to the water. Against the information hut, sweet pea Matucana does well. It is close
enough to the path for visitors to sniff, does well in the shade and has the longest flowering
season of all the sweet peas we grow.
The vegetable garden has a variety of herbs. Thyme, chives and artichokes are left to flower.
Marigolds and borage self-seed among the beans and courgettes. The plants which attract most
attention in this patch are the flowering leeks. They are easily as attractive as expensive allium
bulbs, and are particularly striking in a row. This year we have added sunflowers and sweet peas
along the fence.
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The shrub and shade area hosts a mulberry, Cotoneaster ‘Cornubia’, Arbutus unedo, winter
flowering cherry as well as myrtle, several hebes, mahonia and some smaller shrubs. As the
shrubs grow and more shade spreads, the plants beneath will still be happy. They include
hellebores, pulmonarias, comfrey, shade-tolerant geraniums and masses of forget-me-nots. This
area also hosts most of the spring bulbs and looks its best earlier in the season when the other
parts of the garden are less interesting.
The fifth part of the garden, also the biggest, is largely
populated by annuals and herbaceous perennials. This
area is full of colour in the summer and continues to
bloom into the autumn. Many of the annuals planted
in this area are sown early under glass as direct sowing
has not proved successful. Three particular annuals
stand out: Lavatera trimestris ‘New Dwarf Pink Blush’,
Malope ‘Vulcan’ and Helianthus ‘Ruby Eclipse’. These
have done really well with minimal care and make a
strong visual impression. Of the sweet peas on the
obelisks, Gwendoline is recommended. It flowers
profusely, has a good scent and long straight stalks which are good for cutting.
Going forward, our aim is to continue to improve the soil and to extend the flowering season by
using more successional sowing of annuals, particularly autumn sown hardy species, and a
second late sowings of all varieties. This garden gives much pleasure to our visitors, and hopefully
encouragement and a little inspiration to do their bit for pollinators. Thanks must be given, on
behalf of our pollinators, to the Hatcher Animal Welfare Charitable Trust whose donation made
it all possible.

Greenhouses – Do you ever have enough?
Charlie Pridham
We
moved
here
to
“Roseland” in 1983 having
been inspired to buy what
was a falling down wreck of a
place in large part by the
large Victorian greenhouse
on the front elevation, this
and an old Victorian
conservatory seemed huge
and more than enough space,
but after just the first
summer when we found
everything infested with
whitefly courtesy of the
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tomato plants we were growing, it was decided they had
to go somewhere else. A small 6x8’ greenhouse was
purchased to grow tomatoes, but this, after it was put up,
proved to be just too low for comfort and I dug out the
centre pathway to give extra height inside.
This sufficed for the first 4 years but in 1987, I decided to
leave the sea and start a nursery. Luckily for me Hardy
Plant came to the rescue in the shape of member Mike

Farmer. He had retired from being the
propagator at Rosewarne and still lived
there; we discussed how big my mist unit
should be and therefore the size of the
Greenhouse it would need (14’x8’). That
decided, I still had to find a space for it where
it would be safe from children’s footballs and
I ended up sticking it on top of the coal shed
– it is still going strong. This idea came to us
after visiting Rob Senior down in Marazion
who had put his greenhouse on top of his
garage. Not the first good idea I have nicked!

It’s one thing to
suddenly be able to
produce lots of plants,
quite another what to
do with these small
plants,
I
needed
another greenhouse.
So another 14’x 8’
went in next to the
boundary and on the
site of a compost heap
(which was more heap
than compost) It filled
unbelievably quickly so a second was purchased and placed end to end with the first.
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Number 4 kept me happy for a whole year
before I persuaded Liz I could fit number 5
in where the hens were, with some cunning
gates to keep the hens from getting in. So
another 14’x8’ was put in and for several
years I was content.
Oddly, it was a garden wall falling down that
was the inspiration for number 6, while I was
rebuilding the wall I noticed that the new
wall and existing fruit cage wall were almost
parallel (the “Almost” was nearly my
undoing!) so I decided, as I by then needed a new home
for my Lapageria collection, that this space would make a
very nice north facing greenhouse. This is where you
discover that glass comes in rectangular sections and
fitting them on a not completely rectangular roof is really
tricky! This is a super space and I was immensely proud of
the end result. Everyone I showed it to however said “It
won’t be big enough” and so it was just eighteen months
after completing it that I found myself adding an
extension!
I am told - that’s it, no more, and to be fair keeping on top
of watering and tidying, I am inclined to agree!
If you want to see more then type this address into your
search
window.http://www.pushingtheborders.com/phpBB/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=40

Facebook contributions
As usual there were too many pictures to reproduce in full and I have used a couple in Tricia’s
write up of the visit to our garden. Chris Sullivan gave us several views of Treglyn on the 11 July,
2 of which are shown below:
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Jean Gadd posted a number of pictures of the pots in her garden which were looking wonderful
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Another of Jean’s pictures and Pam Dormand included amongst her pictures from South Bosent
Lilium Night Flyer and Anthemis Sauce Hollandaise.

Martin Pallet’s contributions this month were pictures of his visit to the Painswick Rococo
Gardens in Gloucestershire

Tricia Howard gave us Aeonium Velour and Aruncus Horatio from her garden
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Three Stems Competition (July)

Marilyn Mayhew
Rosa "Chandos Beauty”
Cornus "Norman Haddon"
Achillea "Summer Pastels"

John Sirkett
Sarracenia flava

Adrienne Lloyd
Innula hookeri (top)
Crocosmia Rowallane Yellow
Innula magnifica

Peter Howard
Filipendula rubra 'Venusta'
Phlox 'Rosa Pastell' and
Alstroemeria 'Mauve Majesty

Chris Sullivan
Buddlia miniature Buzz
type , Dahlia Pluto (Josudi
group) and Rose Chawton
Cottage

Pam Dormand
White Willow herb
Buddleia Buzz Candy Pink
Clematis Vienetta
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Dave Mayhew
Campanula lactiflora,
Clematis "Gypsy Queen"
Clematis unknown.

)

Tricia Howard
Kniphofia, my seedling
Dahlia 'Scruffy Orange' and
orange Echinacea from HP
seed exchange

Jo Holah
Hemerocallis Pandora’s Box
(cream/ maroon), Lady Georgia
(large orange) Duke of Durham
(deeper orange bicolour).

And the results this month:
First – Peter Howard
Second – Adrienne Lloyd
Third – Dave Mayhew

Trish Wilson
Monarda Balmy Purple (bottom)
Monarda Beauty of Cobham (top)

Monarda Prarienacht (left)
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We have a couple of new entrants this month who submitted their pictures by email making a total of 10. Why not
give it a go yourself? Pick three stems from your own garden and present them in a container. It doesn't matter
what you choose as long as there are only three stems in the container. Take a photograph and post it on the
Cornwall Hardy Plant Society Facebook page or e-mail it to the newsletter (address below) and we will include it
here. The pictures are then judged on an anonymised basis by Sue Lake and Jo Waterhouse who do not see the
Facebook postings.

Please let us have any items that may be of interest to the members so that they can be included in
the next newsletter. Please let us know if you spot any errors!
Adrienne Lloyd and Trish Wilson cornwallhps@gmail.com or lloydadj@btinternet.com

